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	The renowned communications theorist Robert Gallager brings his lucid writing style to the study of the fundamental system aspects of digital communication for a one-semester course for graduate students. With the clarity and insight that have characterized his teaching and earlier textbooks, he develops a simple framework and then combines this with careful proofs to help the reader understand modern systems and simplified models in an intuitive yet precise way. A strong narrative and links between theory and practice reinforce this concise, practical presentation. The book begins with data compression for arbitrary sources. Gallager then describes how to modulate the resulting binary data for transmission over wires, cables, optical fibers, and wireless channels. Analysis and intuitive interpretations are developed for channel noise models, followed by coverage of the principles of detection, coding, and decoding. The various concepts covered are brought together in a description of wireless communication, using CDMA as a case study.
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Just Spring Data Access: Covers JDBC, Hibernate, JPA and JDOO'Reilly, 2012

	
		JDBC has simplified database access in Java applications, but a few nagging wrinkles remain—namely, persisting Java objects to relational databases. With this book, you’ll learn how the Spring Framework makes that job incredibly easy with dependency injection, template classes, and object-relational-mapping (ORM).
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Parallel Programming with Intel Parallel Studio XE (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2012

	Nearly all the computers sold today have a multi-core processor, but only a small number of applications are written to take advantage of the extra cores. Most programmers are playing catch-up. A recent consultation with a group of senior programming engineers revealed the top three hurdles in adopting parallelism: the challenges of porting...
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Learning C++ by Creating Games with UE4Packt Publishing, 2015

	Learn C++ programming with a fun, real-world application that allows you to create your own games!


	About This Book

	
		Be a top programmer by being able to visualize programming concepts; how data is saved in computer memory, and how a program flows
	
		Keep track of player inventory, create...
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Materials and Innovative Product Development: Using Common SenseButterworth-Heinemann, 2009
Harness the power of materials R&D within the design cycle and realize the massive economic benefits of new materials and innovation with traditional materials.    

Innovation in product design starts with materials. Developing successful commercial products demands a sound understanding of the materials that go into those...
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Building Great Software Engineering Teams: Recruiting, Hiring, and Managing Your Team from Startup to SuccessApress, 2015

	Building Great Software Engineering Teams provides engineering leaders, startup founders, and CTOs concrete, industry-proven guidance and techniques for recruiting, hiring, and managing software engineers in a fast-paced, competitive environment.


	With so much at stake, the challenge of scaling up a team can be...
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Innovations for Shape Analysis: Models and Algorithms (Mathematics and Visualization)Springer, 2013

	
		The concept of 'shape' is at the heart of image processing and computer vision, yet researchers still have some way to go to replicate the human brain's ability to extrapolate meaning from the most basic of outlines. This volume reflects the advances of the last decade, which have also opened up tough new challenges in...
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